
Parents, more than any other single factor, influence the adults their 
children will become - and by extension, our collective futures. 

Yet we joke “they sure don’t come with instructions” and use a figure-it-
out-as-we-go approach to parenting that’s been silently passed from one 

generation to the next - and accepted as the norm.

Our children deserve that – their futures depend on it
– and our world desperately needs it.

Together we can shift that norm.  

Together we can help ensure all parents participate in parent education 

programs - to actually learn how to be effective parents. 



Imagine...

...a world in which children are raised by parents who know how 

to develop their child’s self-esteem, empathy, integrity, resilience, 
courage, and work ethic.

...the adults those children will become.

...a world comprised of those adults.

...the joy and meaning they’ll 
have in their own lives.

...the environments they’ll foster in their homes, 
schools, communities, and workplaces.

...how they’ll care for 
themselves, each other, 

and our world.

...the contributions they 

wil make to our world.

...how they’ll raise 
their own children.

The Dream

... this new  cycle could actually continue.



Healthy development of young children in 
the early years of life literally provides a 
foundation for just about all of the 
challenging social problems that our 
society and other societies face. 
 
What we’re learning is how much this 
early experience literally gets into our 

bodies and shapes our learning capacities 

and behaviors, and our physical and 
mental health.

- ack honko ,  irector, 
arvard’s enter on the eveloping hild

Data based on Search Institute’s 2011 survey of 89000 children in 26 states.

40 Developmental Assets

Correlated to Positive and Negative Youth Behaviors

The Reality

Positive Behavior/ Trait 0-10 Assets

0-10 Assets

11-20 Assets

11-20 Assets

21-30 Assets

21-30 Assets

31-40 Assets

31-40 Assets

Exhibits Leadership

Maintains Good Health

48% 66% 78% 87%

27% 48% 69% 88%

Values Diversity 39% 60% 76% 89%

Succeeds in School 9% 19% 34% 54%

Negative Behavior/ Trait

Problem Alcohol Use 45% 26% 11% 3%

Violence (Bullying and other) 62% 38% 18% 6%

Illicit Drug Use 38% 18% 6% 1%

Sexual Activity 34% 23% 11% 3%

Above data is based on Search Institute’s work since 1990 with over 3 million children throughout the U.S.  (Search Institute is a leading research firm focused on the 
health and wellbeing of children and youth.)

http://www.search-institute.org/research/developmental-assets
http://www.search-institute.org/research/developmental-assets


The impact extends way beyond the lives 
of individual children and their families.

The Biggest Price of All

Children who as future 
adults have the potential to:

Only 30% of US workers are engaged in their work. -  2011 Gallup Poll

One out of every five U.S. adults takes drugs to treat some type of mental health condition. 
- 2011 Medco Health Solutions Survey

$39 billion spent on incarceration in the US each year. 

- Vera Institute of Justice, January 2012 report.

• become great teachers, encouraging and inspiring 

the next generation of learners.

• become scientists, leaders, or entrepreneurs 

who develop a cure for cancer, stem the tide of 

global warming, or develop the “next” technology 

that will change the shape of our world.

• become great athletes, write beautiful music or 

wonderful books.

• become great parents.

We all lose when the potential of each and every child isn’t nurtured.  
When children aren’t raised by parents who understand how to foster their self-esteem, resilience, 

empathy, courage, integrity, and work ethic, they aren’t as likely to reach their highest potential.

Without self-esteem they are less likely to 
have the courage to follow their dreams.

Without resiliency they aren’t as able to take 
risks or get up when they fail.

Without a strong work ethic their ability to 
stay the course can fall short.



Prior generations of Americans have mobilized to accomplish great things 
 including eradicating polio and securing women’s right to vote.

  It’s time for this change – and it is our turn to step up.
If this approach to improving our world appeals to you, 

we’d really like to speak with you.
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djcoppins@ourstartingpoint.org
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  national awareness campaign 
 A campaign, on the scale of Komen for the Cure, is needed in order to shift how   
 we approach parenting from our current “figure-it-out-as-you-go” model to one in  
 which all parents participate in parent education programs. We will actually learn  

 how to be effective parents.

  resource to connect parents with local education and support resources
 Similar to finding a nearby Walmart of Starbucks on-line, parents would be able to  
 visit our website, plug in their zip code and find the parent education resources 
 available in their area.

• Increased and improved parent education and support resources 
 It’s important for parents to have access to quality parent eduation resources  
 within their communities.

• unding

 For a national awareness campaign (social and traditional media).

 For the creation and maintenance of a national database to connect    

 parents with local parent education and support resources in their area.

 To support the development of more quality local parent education programs.

 To cover the costs for parents to participate in parent education programs.

The Need


